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FACE THE NATION

07/02/17
8:30-9:30am Guests: Senator Mike Lee (R-UT), author, “Written Out of History: The Forgotten Founders Who Fought 

Big Government” (1); Ezra Klein, Vox.com (2); Lanhee Chen, Hoover Institution, Stanford University (2); 
Michael Graham, The Boston Herald (2); Ruth Marcus, The Washington Post (2); Holly Williams, CBS 
News Foreign Correspondent (3); Matthew Heineman, director, “City of Ghosts “ (4); Abdalaziz Alhamza 
(“Aziz”), journalist, co-founder, “Raqqa is Being Slaughtered Silently” (RBSS) (4); Sally Mott Freeman, 
author, “The Jersey Brothers” (5); Lynne Olson, author, “Last Hope Island” (5); John A. Farrell, author, 
“Richard Nixon: The Life” (5); Pater Baker, author, “Obama: The Call of History” (5)
1) Topics include: Senator Lee’s support for the Consumer Freedom Act / Republican difficulty in replacing 
the Affordable Care Act (“Obamacare”); Senator Lee’s book, which tells the tales of eight forgotten founders 
-- people who helped to shape the country
2) Topics include: Republican approaches to health care / possible bipartisan bill for health care / problems 
with the current Republican effort to replace Obamacare (Affordable Care Act); President Trump’s recent 
Twitter attack against the hosts of MSNBC’s “Morning Joe” news program
3) a report from Raqqa, Syria on the efforts to retake the ISIS (ISIL/Daesh) stronghold
4) a discussion with Mr. Heineman and Mr. Alhamza on “City of Ghosts”, the documentary on the 
challenges and dangers a citizen journalist group in Raqqa, Syria has faced in exposing ISIS (ISIL/Daesh) 
atrocities amid the ongoing conflict
5) a discussion with authors Ms. Freeman, Ms. Olson, Mr. Baker, and Mr. Farrell on their respective works -- 
the books by Ms. Freeman and Ms. Olson are set in the World War II era, while Mr. Farrell’s is on former 
President Richard Nixon and Mr. Baker’s is on former President Barack Obama

07/09/17
8:30-9:30am Guests: Nikki Haley, U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations (1); Senator John McCain (R-AZ), Chairman, 

Senate Committee on Armed Services (2); Senator Ted Cruz (R-TX) (3); David Brown, former Dallas, TX 
police chief, author, “Called to Rise: A Life in Faithful Service to the Community That Made Me” (4); 
Margaret Brennan, CBS News Senior Foreign Affairs Correspondent, CBS News White House 
Correspondent (5); David Nakamura, The Washington Post (5); David Ignatius, The Washington Post (5); 
Michael Crowley, Politico (5)
1) Topics include: whether or not President Trump fully accepted Russian President Vladimir Putin’s claim, 
made when they recently met at the G20 summit, that Russia did not meddle in the U.S. election / 
Ambassador Haley’s impression of the meeting between Presidents Trump and Putin / North Korea / possible 
impact of China’s relationship with North Korea on trade agreements with the United States
2) Topics include: call for Russia to pay a price for Russia’s meddling in the U.S. presidential election; status 
of the health care bill in the Senate; Secretary of State Rex Tillerson’s comments about Syria, claiming that 
U.S. and Russian objectives are the same / Senator McCain’s occasional regret over voting to approve Rex 
Tillerson for Secretary of State; lack of U.S. strategy in Afghanistan
3) Topics include: status of the health care bill in the Senate / reaction to Republican Senator Chuck 
Grassley’s comments on “annihilating the pre-existing condition requirement” / Affordable Care Act 
(“Obamacare”)
4) Topics include: the one-year anniversary of the attack on the Dallas Police by a sniper / belief that society 
is asking too much of the police / call for respecting the police, while acknowledging that communities of 
color do get treated differently by some who do not deserve to be police officers / recollections from Mr. 
Brown’s book
5) Topics include: Trump administration’s view of the meeting between the president and Mr. Putin / 
President Putin’s views on Russia – U.S. relations / President Trump’s desire to move away from questions 
of Russian interference in the presidential election / President Trump’s tweet suggesting a joint “Cyber 
Security Unit” with Russia; Secretary of State Rex Tillerson’s comments about Syria, claiming that U.S. and 
Russian objectives are the same; North Korea / possible impact of China’s relationship with North Korea on 
trade agreements with the United States; current situation in Raqqa, Syria
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

07/16/17
8:30-9:30am Guests: Senator Mark Warner (D-VA), Vice Chairman, Senate Intelligence Committee (1); Senator Rand 

Paul (R-KY) (2); Susan Page, USA Today (3) (5); Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post, CBS News 
Contributor (3) (5); Ramesh Ponnuru, National Review (3) (5); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (3) (5); Jay 
Sekulow, President Trump attorney, chief counsel, American Center for Law & Justice (4); Jeffrey Kluger, 
author, “Apollo 8: The Thrilling Story of the First Mission to the Moon”, Time magazine (6)
1) Topics include: latest on the investigations into Russia’s interference in the 2016 election -- that members 
of the Trump campaign, including Donald Trump Jr. and son-in-law Jared Kushner, met with Russian 
contacts and were promised negative information on Hillary Clinton / bipartisan support for talking to all 
people involved in the meeting / data operation of the Trump campaign / clarification of the areas of 
investigation by the Senate and that of Bob Mueller
2) an interview with Senator Paul on details of the new Senate Republican health care bill and the reasons 
behind his opposition
3) a discussion on the recent revelation that members of the Trump campaign, including Donald Trump Jr. 
and son-in-law Jared Kushner, met with Russian contacts and were promised negative information on Hillary 
Clinton
4) Topics include: recent revelation that members of the Trump campaign, including Donald Trump Jr. and 
son-in-law Jared Kushner, met with Russian contacts and were promised negative information on Hillary 
Clinton / President Trump’s assertion that he had no knowledge of the meeting / fact that President Trump 
has not received any indication from any of the Senate investigative committees that would suggest he is 
under investigation
5) Topics include: meeting between Donald Trump Jr., Jared Kushner and other Trump campaign members 
with Russian operatives / impact of this revelation on the Trump White House / President Trump’s claim that 
this type of the meeting is the norm for campaign staff; Senate health care bill / President Trump’s lack of 
participation in getting his party’s health care bill passed / potential political backlash should Republicans fail 
to repeal the Affordable Care Act (“Obamacare”) / rest of the Republican agenda / President Trump’s 
reaction should the health care bill fail 
6) a discussion with Mr. Kluger on the importance of the Apollo 8 mission and how the current partisan and 
dysfunctional environment in the government makes this type of achievement impossible today
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

07/23/17
8:30-9:30am Guests: Anthony Scaramucci, incoming White House Communications Director 91); Senator Susan Collins 

(R-ME), Senate Intelligence Committee (2); Representative Adam Schiff (D-CA), Ranking Member, House 
Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (3); Senator John Barrasso (R-WY), GOP Policy Committee 
Chairman (4); Dan Balz, The Washington Post (5); Jamelle Bouie, Slate Magazine, CBS News Political 
Analyst (5); Megan McArdle, Bloomberg View (5); Amy Walter, The Cook Political Report (5)
1) Topics include: President Trump’s tweets about pardons; repercussions for leakers under Mr. Scaramucci; 
President Trump’s tweets about the special counsel’s investigation and Robert Mueller / Mr. Scaramucci’s 
focus on furthering the president’s agenda / President Trump’s very public criticism of Attorney General Jeff 
Sessions / does President Trump have a “thin skin” / Mr. Scaramucci’s own past of supporting Democrats / 
President Trump’s criticism of the investigators for their past support of Democrats and how their support 
differs from Mr. Scaramucci’s; making sense of President Trump’s three different messages on health care; 
sanctions against Russia
2) Topics include: story in The Washington Post that Attorney General Sessions gave incomplete answers 
when testifying before the Senate and the Intelligence Committee / President Trump’s criticism of Attorney 
General Sessions for recusing himself from the Russia investigation / President Trump’s tweets about the 
special counsel’s investigation and Robert Mueller / former FBI Director James Comey’s memos detailing 
his discussions with the president; health care
3) Topics include: Jared Kushner’s upcoming appearance before the House Intelligence Committee; 
Representative Schiff’s reaction to President Trump’s recent interview with The New York Times, where he 
stated that it would be a violation for the special counsel to examine his finances / story in The Washington 
Post that Attorney General Sessions gave incomplete answers when testifying before the Senate and the 
Intelligence Committee / response to Trump administration officials who express concern over the 
investigation
4) an interview with Senator Barrasso on the upcoming Senate vote on health care, lack of a bipartisan effort, 
and criticism from the American Medical Association (AMA) to the Senate bill
5) Topics include: upcoming Senate vote on health care / President Trump’s lack of participation in the 
process; resignation of Sean Spicer as White House Press Secretary and the appointment of Anthony 
Scaramucci as White House Communications Director / President Trump’s Twitter habits / the president’s 
desire to control the news cycle
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

07/30/17
8:30-9:30am Guests: Margaret Brennan, CBS News Senior Foreign Affairs Correspondent, CBS News White House 

Correspondent (1); Major Garrett, CBS News Chief White House Correspondent (1); Senator Jeff Flake (R-
AZ), author, “Conscience of a Conservative: A Rejection of Destructive Politics and a Return to Principle” 
(2); Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA), Senate Judiciary Committee (3); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News 
Elections and Surveys Director (4); David Nakamura, The Washington Post (5); Ruth Marcus, The 
Washington Post (5); Ben Domenech, The Federalist (5); Nancy Cordes, CBS News Chief Congressional 
Correspondent (5)
1) Topics include: escalating tensions between North Korea and the United States / President Trump’s 
response to the situation; staff changes at the White House -- departure of Reince Priebus as White House 
Chief of Staff and incoming White House Chief of Staff General John Kelly
2) Topics include: reasons behind Senator Flake’s decision to write his book / belief that the Republican 
Party has lost its way / relationship between President Trump and Republicans / how the Republican Party 
can change itself
3) Topics include: North Korea; failure of the Senate health care bill / response to Republicans who claim 
that there is no reason to work with the Democrats on health care; President Trump’s criticism of Attorney 
General Jeff Sessions
4) YouGov Nation Tracker topic: what the four basic groups surveyed feel about the economy, President 
Trump’s job performance, and the growing opposition to the president. The YouGov nation tracker is a CBS 
News “survey project aimed at monitoring Americans' views on the Trump administration, Congress, and the 
country.”
5) Topics include: staff changes at the White House -- departure of Reince Priebus as White House Chief of 
Staff and incoming White House Chief of Staff General John Kelly / atmosphere in the Trump White House; 
leaks from the White House / Communications Director Anthony Scaramucci’s interview with a reporter 
from The New Yorker / President Trump’s personality; President Trump’s criticism of Attorney General Jeff 
Sessions; failure of the Senate health care bill

60 MINUTES

07/02/17
6-7pm “In God’s Name” – an interview with Abdirizak Warsame, the 21-year-old American Muslim man who 

pleaded guilty to conspiring to help the Islamic State (ISIS/ISIL/Daesh). Warsame faces a maximum of 15 
years in prison and is awaiting sentencing next month. Released from jail specifically for this interview, 
Warsame admits remorse for his actions. Warsame, who grew up in Cedar Riverside, Minnesota after his 
parents immigrated to America from Somalia, became radicalized after watching YouTube videos of 
American-born cleric Anwar Al-Awlki. Warsame was instrumental in helping two friends from Minneapolis, 
Yusef Jama and Abdi Nur, leave the country to join ISIS. Both are believed to have died fighting for the 
terrorist group. Also includes an interview with: Mohamed Amin of Minnesota, who is fighting the ISIS 
message by producing anti-ISIS cartoons under the name “Average Mohamed”; Andrew Luger, U.S. attorney 
for Minnesota; and Yusuf Abdurahman, father of Zacharia Abdurahman, who pled guilty along with 
Warsame. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Pat Milton, Robert G. Anderson, Aaron Weisz) (OAD: 10/30/16. Includes an 
update.)
“Saving the Lions” - a report on the successful efforts of animal rights advocates Jan Creamer and Tim 
Phillips, founders of Animal Defenders International, to rescue lions and other wild animals from cruel 
treatment in circuses, and place them in a retirement sanctuary in South Africa. Includes interviews with Jan 
Creamer and Tim Phillips, founders of Animal Defenders International. (C: Bill Whitaker - P: Robert G. 
Anderson, Aaron Weisz) (OAD: 03/05/17. Includes an update.)
“The Music of Zomba Prison” – a report on the Zomba Music Project, a Grammy-nominated recording 
group featuring music composed and performed by prisoners and their guards at the maximum-security 
Zomba Central Prison in Malawi, Africa. Their first album “I Have No Everything Here” and current album 
“I Will Not Stop Singing” are produced by Ian Brennan. Includes interviews with: Ian Brennan, music 
producer; Sister Anna Tommasi, Italian nun; Officer Thomas Binamo, Zomba Prison guard/musician 
(through translator): and Zomba Prison inmates/musicians: Chikondi Salanje, Stefano Nyirenda, and Rhoda 
Mtemang’ombe (all through translator). (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Michael H. Gavshon, David M. Levine) 
(OAD: 10/30/16)
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07/09/17
6-7pm “The Alzheimer’s Laboratory” – a report on a National Institutes of Health (NIH) supported study, 

attempting to discover whether Alzheimer’s disease may be preventable. The world’s largest concentration of 
people with a rare genetic mutation which causes early onset Alzheimer’s is found in Antioquia, Colombia. 
Scientists have taken a group of volunteers from this population, a group which will take an immunotherapy 
drug to remove amyloid plaque. The intervening years will offer researchers a chance to ascertain whether or 
not the drug has halted the disease in its tracks. Results aren’t expected until 2021. Includes interviews with: 
family volunteering for Alzheimer study in Antioquia, Colombia identified by first names only: Freddie, 
Cecilia, Victor, Sara, and Julio (through translator); Dr. Francisco Lopera, neurologist at the University of 
Antioquia; Lucia Madrigal, Dr. Lopera’s former nurse (through translator); Ken Kosik, neurologist and 
professor in neuroscience at the University of California, Santa Barbara; Dr. Pierre Tariot, director of Banner 
Alzheimer’s Institute; Dr. Claudia Kawas, Alzheimer’s researcher and clinician at the University of 
California Irvine; and Dr. Eric Reiman, executive director of the Banner Alzheimer's Institute. Also includes 
comments by: Norm (only identified by first name), Alzheimer’s patient. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shari 
Finkelstein) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT (OAD: 11/27/16. Includes an update.)
“Breaking Good” – an interview / profile of Bryan Cranston, the Emmy-winning actor who is best known 
for his leading role on “Breaking Bad” as Walter White, but has since been nominated for an Academy 
Award, and won a Tony Award, all while writing his memoir, “A Life in Parts”.   The journeyman actor is 
currently working on a ten-part crime drama for Amazon Prime called “Sneaky Pete”. Cranston is its co-
creator and executive producer, and he directs and guest stars in some episodes. Also includes comments by 
Robin Dearden, Bryan’s wife; and Margo Martindale, actress in “Sneaky Pete”. (C: Steve Kroft – P: David 
Browning) (OAD: 10/09/16 on an EXTENDED BROADCAST)

07/16/17
6-7pm “The Hostage Policy” - a report on the U.S. Government’s controversial policy of not paying ransoms for 

hostages.  Includes interviews with Art and Shirley Sotloff, parents of Steven Sotloff, beheaded by ISIS in 
2014; and with Lisa Monaco, President Obama’s assistant for counter terrorism. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Richard 
Bonin, Ayesha Siddiqi) (OAD: 01/08/17)
“Out Of Darkness” - an interview / profile of eye surgeons Dr. Sanduk Ruit and Dr. Geoff Tabin, who are 
removing cataracts and restoring eyesight to thousands people in Burma / Myanmar.  As creators of the 
Himalayan Cataract Project, they have started a lens factory that produces implants for a fraction of the cost 
in the U.S., and they have a hospital in Nepal that has trained hundreds of doctors and nurses in their 
technique, which requires no stitches. (C: Bill Whitaker - P: Rachael Morehouse, Henry Schuster) (OAD: 
04/16/17)
“Enemy of the State” - an interview / profile of Chinese artist and political activist Ai Weiwei, whose 
provocative art has gotten him harassed by police, thrown in detention and driven out of China.  Also 
includes an interview with Evan Osnos, a writer for The New Yorker. (C: Holly Williams - P: Michael H. 
Gavshon, David M. Levine) (OAD: 05/21/17)
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60 MINUTES (continued)

07/23/17
6-7pm “Tawdry Tales” - a report on the public corruption conviction of former Virginia Governor Bob McDonnell 

and his wife Maureen, found guilty of accepting many thousands of dollars in money, loans, trips and gifts 
from multi-millionaire Jonnie Williams.  The Supreme Court later reversed the conviction, but condemned 
his conduct on ethical grounds. Includes interviews with: Bob McDonnell, former Governor of Virginia; 
former Deputy Attorney General Jim Cole; Todd Schneider, former chef for Governor McDonnell; and Hank 
Asbill, attorney for Bob McDonnell. (C: Bill Whitaker - P: Sarah Koch, Evie Salomon) (OAD: 04/30/17)
“The Brothers Rosenberg” – an interview / profile of Michael and Robert Meeropol, sons of Julius and 
Ethel Rosenberg, convicted Communist spies who were sent to the electric chair in 1953 for conspiring to 
provide the secrets of the atomic bomb to the Soviet Union during the height of the Cold War. Starting in 
1975, the brothers sought to clear their parents’ names, and with the aid of independent historians, uncovered 
secret messages, intercepted cables, and files from the archives of the FBI, the CIA, and the KGB. The 
brothers realized their father was indeed a Soviet spy and that his spy network stole technology for jet 
fighters, radar, and detonators, but believe their mother to be innocent. Michael and Robert got the New York 
City Council to issue a proclamation declaring the government wrongfully executed Ethel Rosenberg, and are 
asking President Barack Obama to exonerate her. Part two of the segment includes an interview with Ron 
Radosh, author and historian, whose research came to conclude that the Rosenberg’s were indeed guilty. (See 
also: “The Traitor”, OAD: 12/05/01 on 60 MINUTES II) (C: Anderson Cooper – Producer for Part I: Andy 
Court; Producers for Part II: Andy Court, Evie Salomon) TWO-PART SEGMENT (OAD: 10/16/16. Includes 
an update.)

07/30/17
6-7pm “Prisoner 760" - an interview/profile of Mohamedou Slahi, a former detainee at Guantanamo Bay prison for 

nearly 14 years.  He wrote a book (“Guantanamo Diary”) detailing his experience at Guantanamo, including 
his experience with the now-outlawed “enhanced interrogation program.”  The book was published while he 
was still in the prison.  In this interview, Slahi outlines the chain of circumstances that eventually led to his 
arrest and placement in Guantanamo.  Also interviewed (and intentionally unidentified) is one of Slahi’s 
former guards at the prison. (Includes footage from “Charlie Did It”, OAD: 10/30/88) (C: Holly Williams - P: 
Keith Sharman, Erin Horan) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT (OAD: 03/12/17)
“The Picasso Portfolio” – a report about how in 2010 Pablo Picasso’s former electrician, Pierre Le Guennec 
and his wife Danielle, revealed a portfolio of 271 never-before-seen Picasso pieces, including some 
preliminary sketches of famous works, two pads full of drawings and 28 lithographs to the Picasso 
Administration, managed by Picasso’s heirs. The Le Guennecs claim the collection was gifted to them by the 
artist and his second wife, Jacqueline, but the Picasso Administration believes they were stolen. In a French 
court during March of 2015, the Le Guennecs were found guilty of possessing stolen property and were 
given a two-year suspended sentence. The works were seized by authorities and returned to the Picasso 
Administration. The Le Guennecs are appealing. Includes interviews with: Pierre and Danielle Le Guennec; 
Claude Picasso, Pablo Picasso’s son and founder of Picasso Administration; Jean Jacques Neuer and Claudia 
Andrieu, lawyers representing the Picasso Administration; and Maya Picasso, Pablo Picasso’s daughter 
(through translator). (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Magalie Laguerre-Wilkinson, Sabina Castelfranco) (OAD: 
09/25/16. Includes an update.)
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48 HOURS

07/01/17
8-9pm 48 HOURS: “The Secret Life Of Paige Birgfeld” (9:00-10:00p) – An updated rebroadcast  on the June 28, 

2007 disappearance of Paige Birgfeld, twice-divorced mother of three and a resident of Grand Junction, 
Colorado and the subsequent double-life uncovered by investigators following her disappearance. Following 
her divorce, Paige became the primary caregiver to her children and was described as such a devoted mother 
that the Mesa County Sheriff’s Department was convinced she would never have left on her own accord.  As 
friends and family searched for her; her car was found abandoned and on fire in an empty lot.  Her first 
husband, Ron Beigler became the focus of the investigation, when it was learned that the two had been on a 
date the day of her disappearance, but Paige’s friends and family were far more suspicious of the children’s 
father, Rob Dixon, as she had a troubled history with him.  After a thorough inquiry, both men had solid 
alibis.  As the investigation continued, it was discovered that Paige was also known as Carrie, a high-priced 
escort. Investigators then began to believe Paige was murdered by one of her clients. Using her cell phone 
records, police began carefully looking at all of her clients and eventually honed in on one man, Lester Ralph 
Jones, an ex-con who had served time for kidnapping and assault.  Authorities searched his home, but will 
not discuss what evidence they uncovered.  Search dogs led investigators from Paige’s car to an RV shop 
where Jones worked as a mechanic.  Although authorities have zeroed in on Lester Ralph Jones, no charges 
have been filed and he denies any involvement. The lack of a body, coupled with Paige’s secret life, have 
made it that much harder to prove anything beyond a reasonable doubt.  Her friends and family continue their 
search. On-screen text graphic: Paige Birgfeld’s parents sought custody of her children, but the courts ruled 
they would remain with their father, Rob Dixon.  The investigation is continuing into the disappearance of 
Paige Birgfeld. 09/05/15 UPDATE: In 2007, five years after Paige went missing there was a break in the 
case: a hiker came across human remains which police eventually identified as Paige. Although the evidence 
is still circumstantial, Chief Deputy DA Dan Rubenstein, who is now heading the investigation, believes he 
has enough to make a case against Lester Ralph Jones. In 2014, Lester Ralph Jones was arrested and charged 
with her murder and kidnapping. Now, prosecutors must prove he killed her. On-screen text graphic for the 
09/05/15 rebroadcast: Paige’s three children are living with their father on the east coast. Lester Ralph Jones’ 
trial is expected to begin in early 2016.  07/01/17 Epilogue: In July 2016, nine years after Paige Birgfeld 
went missing, Lester Ralph Jones went on trial. After a six-week trial, the jury was deadlocked. A 
mistrial was declared. A second trial occurred just after Christmas 2016, and the jury reached a 
verdict: Jones was convicted of kidnapping and murder and sentenced to life in prison without parole. 
(Original Correspondent: Harold Dow; Correspondent for the 09/05/15 and 07/01/17 Updated Rebroadcasts: 
Erin Moriarty – Original Producers: Loen Kelley, Sara Ely Hulse, Ira Sutow; Producers for the 09/05/15 
Updated Rebroadcast: Tom Seligson, Sara Ely Hulse, Lindsey Gutterman; producers for the 07/01/17 
Updated Rebroadcast: Tom Seligson, Sara Ely Hulse, Lindsey Schwartz) (OAD: 06/10/08 as 48 HOURS 
VANISHED: “The Secret Life Of Paige Birgfeld”; 1st Rebroadcast: 02/28/09 as a 48 HOURS MYSTERY, 
which included a brief updated text graphic at the conclusion. 2nd Rebroadcast: 03/27/10 as 48 HOURS 
MYSTERY: “The Secret Life Of Paige Birgfeld”; 3rd Rebroadcast: 09/05/15)
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48 HOURS (continued)

07/01/17
9-10pm 48 HOURS PRESENTS: “Crime and Punishment” (10:00 – 11:00p) - a report on what happens to a 

family after a murder rips them apart; and the nearly 25-year quest by Tippy Dhaliwal and Jeanette Marine, 
two California women, who are determined to deny their step-father Dennis Ott’s parole for the murder of 
their mother Phonthip Ott. Each time Ott comes up for parole, the sisters are there to fight for their mother 
and vow to never give up. The two women are steadfast in the belief that their step-father Dennis Ott, 
murdered their mother. In 1992, Phonthip Ott’s body was found by a fisherman in the Sacramento River in 
Sacramento, California. The police investigation dragged on for nearly two years. Eventually, Ott was 
charged with the murder. He was tried, convicted and sentenced to life in prison with the possibility of 
parole. Ott has maintained his innocence, which could be a sticking point in the parole hearings. Admitting 
guilt or showing remorse isn’t mandated, but legal experts believe it goes a long way with those deciding 
whether prisoners are paroled. The daughters realize that their fight for justice did not end with a guilty 
verdict; they must face Ott year-after-year to keep him in prison. Tippy Dhaliwal has been diagnosed with 
cancer, but she and Jeanette vow never to give up. At this hearing, Ott is again denied parole and must 
remain in prison. He will be eligible for another hearing in two-and-a-half years. Original On-screen text 
graphic: Dennis Ott’s parole hearing has been moved up to October 2017. Tippy’s health is better and both 
she and Jeanette plan to continue fighting Dennis Ott’s release. On-screen text graphic for the 07/01/17 
rebroadcast: On May 17, 2017, Dennis Ott had another parole hearing. It was denied. Ott’s next parole 
hearing will be in three years. Tippy and Jeannette will continue to fight Ott’s release. Interviewed: Jeanette 
Marine and Tippy Dhaliwal (daughters); Dennis Ott (step-father); Paul Parker (Sutter County Sheriff); Larry 
Lewis (Jeanette and Tippy’s grandfather); Vicky Van Atta (Sutter County District Attorney’s Investigator); 
Frank Hartzell (former reporter, Appeal Democrat); Marin Atkinson (Ott’s mother); Jennifer Shaffer 
(executive director, California Board of Parole Hearings); Amanda Hopper (Sutter County District Attorney) 
(C: Tracy Smith - Marcelena Spencer) (OAD: 01/07/17 as 48 HOURS: “Crime and Punishment”)

07/08/17
9-10pm 48 HOURS: “The Soldier’s Wife” - an interview with, and a report about Skylar Nemetz, a former Army 

infantryman who admits that he shot his wife Danielle, in their Lakewood, Washington home in October of 
2014, after returning home from a 3-week deployment. He maintains it was an accident and that he did not 
think the gun was loaded. Eighteen months after the shooting, Skyler Nemetz is on trial, awaiting a jury’s 
verdict. The prosecution maintains a jealous Nemetz shot Danielle in the back of the head while she was 
seated at a desk looking at her computer. She died instantly. Skyler Nemetz’s mother, Danette Heller, 
believes in her son, and he and his family see the incident as an accident. They have hired a top-notch legal 
team to defend Skyler. There is no dispute that Nemetz caused Danielle’s death; the question is if it was 
murder or manslaughter. At trial, Skyler is portrayed as a jealous, angry, and controlling husband. The 
defense called Skyler to testify, and called for the jury to find him guilty of manslaughter, not murder. The 
case goes to the jury, who deliberated for seven days: the verdict: manslaughter in the first degree. Four 
jurors agreed to speak to Erin Moriarty about their verdict, and even though they felt Skyler was coached, 
rehearsed and theatrical, they could not see that the prosecution proved its case. Three weeks later, Skyler 
received the maximum sentence. Original On-screen text graphic: Skylar Nemetz is appealing the length of 
his sentence. Skylar Nemetz will be eligible for parole in 12 years. He will be 33 years old. On-screen text 
graphic for the 07/08/17 rebroadcast: Skylar Nemetz is appealing his thirteen and a half year sentence. His 
earliest possible release will be in 2028. Skylar will be thirty-four years old.  Interviewed: Skylar Nemetz; 
Danette Heller (Skyler’s mom); James Peltier (Danielle’s former neighbor and father figure); Michaela 
Yingling (Danielle’s best friend); Erin Mikolai (Danielle’s coach); Anthony Faas (Skyler’s army buddy); 
Greg Greer and Michael Stewart (Deputy Prosecuting Attorneys); Ralph Flick, Mike Duncan, Brad Hardesty, 
and Shane Vandervloedt (jurors). (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Lisa Freed, Liza Finley, Allen Alter) (OAD: 
05/07/16)
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48 HOURS (continued)

07/15/17
8-9pm 48 HOURS: “Breaking Point” (9:00 – 10:00p) – the first hour of back-to-back editions dealing with the 

investigation into the 2012 death of 29-year-old lawyer Ryan Poston, at the hands of his on-again/off-again 
girlfriend Shayna Hubers, who admits to killing him, but who claims it was self-defense. At the time of his 
death, Ryan Poston was a young successful attorney with a bright future ahead of him. Shayna Hubers’ 
family and friends also thought she would be successful in all she did. The couple met on Facebook and 
dated on and off for 18 months. Ryan was busy with his career and not ready to settle down, but found it hard 
to let go of Shayna. According to Ryan’s friends, Shayna’s behavior became obsessive. He told her he was 
not seeing her on the weekend of October 12, 2012, but did not tell her that he had a date with another 
woman. He did not make the date: a 911 call to police was made by Shayna, telling police she had shot her 
boyfriend in self-defense.  Police were suspicious from the start. She had shot him six times. Shayna also 
talked endlessly during the 3-hour interrogation video and then, when alone, she danced and sang songs. 
Friends said Ryan was not an abuser. She was charged with murder. Investigation revealed that, after the 
shooting, she waited 10 minutes to call 911. She also texted endlessly; there were thousands of text messages 
to Ryan, most of which he did not answer. Yet, because of Kentucky laws, he could not get a restraining 
order. Prosecutors believe that Shayna could not deal with Ryan’s rejection and that her rage sent her over 
the edge. She believed it was over for good and would have none of it. Now it is 2014, and she has been 
jailed since 2012 awaiting trial. Interviewed: friends of Ryan Poston’s: Matt Herron and Allie Wagner; 
mentor, attorney Ken Hawley and his assistant Lori Zimmerman; Shayna’s friend, Sarah Robinson; Ryan’s 
neighbor, Nikki Carnes; Lieutenant Dave Fornash; Highland Heights, Kentucky Police Chief Bill 
Birkenhaur; Prosecutor Michelle Snodgrass; Shayna’s mother, Sharon Hubers ; and neighbor Doris West. (C: 
Peter Van Sant – P: Clare Friedland) (OAD: 04/23/16)

07/15/17
9-10pm 48 HOURS: “Obsessed” (10:00 – 11:00p) - the second hour of back-to-back editions dealing with the 

investigation into the 2012 death of 29-year-old lawyer Ryan Poston, at the hands of his on-again/off-again 
girlfriend Shayna Hubers, who admits to killing him, but who claims it was self-defense. In 2014, two and a 
half years after the crime, the trial is set to begin. Central to the trial is what Shayna told police. Prosecutors 
believe the only person in danger that night was Ryan Poston, and that Shayna acted out of hate. Ryan did 
not want to see Shayna anymore. There were no signs of a violent struggle, as Shayna had suggested 
happening. Shayna’s mother, Sharon Hubers, cannot comprehend what is happening to her daughter. The 
defense must convince the jury that Ryan was the aggressor. A verdict is reached: guilty of murder. The court 
re-convenes for sentencing. Shayna Hubers, who has been diagnosed as a narcissist, addresses the court, but 
never apologizes to Ryan’s family. Shayna Hubers is sentenced to 40 years. 07/15/17 Epilogue: One year 
later, a surprising development: a new trial is ordered. The verdict was overturned due to a problem 
with the jury. Shayna will be tried all over again, in about a year. Ryan’s family is ready.  Original On-
screen text graphic: Shayna Hubers’ appeals attorney is asking for a new trial. A convicted felon served on 
the jury and should have been disqualified. 07/15/17 On-screen text graphic: Shanya Hubers remains in jail 
without bond. Interviewed: friends of Ryan Poston’s: Matt Herron and Allie Wagner; mentor, attorney Ken 
Hawley; Highland Heights, Kentucky Police Chief Bill Birkenhaur; Prosecutor Michelle Snodgrass; 
Shayna’s mother, Sharon Hubers; and Ryan’s cousin Carissa Carlisle. (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Clare 
Friedland, Lourdes Aguiar, Elena DiFiore, Shoshana Wolfson) (OAD: 04/23/16)
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48 HOURS (continued)

07/22/17
9-10pm 48 HOURS: “The Mortician, The Murder, The Movie” – an investigation into the 1996 death of Marjorie 

Nugent, a wealthy Texas widow, who was shot dead by her constant companion, Bernie Tiede, a mortician 
40 years her junior; the film the case inspired; and the latest twist in the case, which has thrust the story back 
into the headlines. Bernie Tiede arrived in Carthage, Texas in 1985 and became a popular figure around 
town, eventually becoming the constant companion of Marjorie Nugent following the death of her husband. 
In 1996 Tiede shot Nugent and hid her body in a freezer, where she remained for nine months. All along, 
Tiede maintained she was alive, but when police searched her home, he confessed to the crime and was 
sentenced to prison. The bizarre story captured the attention of filmmaker Richard Linklater, who made it 
into the 2011 film, “Bernie”. The film caught the attention of lawyer Jodi Cole, who raised allegations that 
Tiede was abused as a child and by Nugent, leading him murder Nugent. Marjorie Nugent’s family maintains 
Tiede is conning everyone, and that he killed Marjorie Nugent to hide the fact that he had squandered the 
widow’s money. Original On-screen text graphic: Bernie Tiede will be eligible for parole in 2029. He will be 
seventy years old. His attorneys are appealing his sentence.  On-screen text graphic for the 07/22/17 
rebroadcast: Bernie Tiede is appealing his sentence. Teide will be eligible for parole in 2029. He will be 
seventy years old. Interviewed: Bernie Tiede; Carlton Shamburger (funeral home owner); Richard Linklater 
(filmmaker); Jack Black (actor); Jack Paine, Ira Bounds (Bernie’s friends); Danny Buck Davison (district 
attorney); Lisa Cockrell and Ruth Cockrell (Nugent’s cousins); Skip Hollandsworth (journalist); Shanna 
Nugent, Alexandria Nugent, and Susan Nenull (Nugent’s grandchildren); Jodi Cole (Bernie Tiede’s 
attorney); Lisa Turner (assistant Attorney General); and Jane Stanes (prosecutor). (C: Peter Van Sant – P: 
James Stolz, Marc B. Goldbaum) (OAD: 10/01/16)

07/29/17
8-9pm 48 HOURS: “Death on the Hudson” (9:00 – 10:00p) – an updated rebroadcast on the case against 

Angelika Graswald, who has been charged with killing her fiancé Vincent Viafore, during a kayaking trip on 
the Hudson River in April 2015. New information and evidence may prove there was no murder. Ten days 
after Viafore’s death, Graswald was questioned by police for approximately 11 hours, then arrested for 
murder in the second degree. Investigators maintain Graswald killed Viafore for financial gain after their 
relationship soured. Her defense team argues his death was a boating accident. The case is examined through 
interviews with legal experts, friends of the couple and an examination of key evidence in the case. 07/29/17 
Epilogue: After years of proclaiming her innocence, Graswald pleaded guilty to criminally negligent 
homicide. The Orange County District Attorney explained the decision to downgrade the charges, 
saying it would be difficult to prove intent, even though she did admit to pulling the plug from the 
kayak. Pulling the plug would only cause death when combined with a number of other factors. This 
plea spares her a possible twenty-five years to life prison term; with time served, she could be on 
parole by the end of the year.  Original On-screen text graphic: Angelika has been in jail for more than four 
months. Her trial is expected in Spring 2016. Angelika’s family says they are giving their life savings to help 
pay for her defense. On-screen text graphic for the 07/29/17 updated rebroadcast: Angelika Graswald is 
scheduled to be sentenced November 1, 2017.  Interviewed: Amanda Hoysradt (Viafore’s former roommate); 
Sheri Parte (friend of Graswald’s); Monte Nesheiwat (Sheri Parte’s boyfriend); Michael Colin (Graswald’s 
former boyfriend); Buddy Behney (kayaker); Jeff Schaack (Cornwell Yacht Club Commodore); Michael 
Archer (defense expert); Jeff Chartier (defense attorney); Richard Portale (lead defense attorney); Jim 
Tranium (former detective/interrogation expert) (C: Peter Van Sant – P: Patti Aronofsky, Lourdes Aguiar, 
Elena DiFiore) (OAD: 09/12/15)
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48 HOURS (continued)

07/29/17
9-10pm 48 HOURS: “The Strange Life of Dr. Schwartz” (10:00 - 11:00p) - an investigation into the death of 

beloved physician Dr. Steven Schwartz, found dead, seemingly as a result of a botched robbery; how his life 
came to such a violent end; and insight into a series of mysteries connected to him and his family. Schwartz, 
a wealthy well-respected kidney specialist was found dead -- shot, stabbed and beaten. Police discovered his 
body in his home after his second wife Rebecca called to report a robbery. Police investigation uncovered a 
family with strained relationships, different allegations on what may have happened and a secret life that Dr. 
Schwartz had hidden from his offspring. A year after the murder, police arrested Leo Anton Stragaj, an 
employee of Schwartz’s. Stragaj admitted to seeing the body and not calling police, he says due to his 
immigration status. He says he did not commit murder and says that Schwartz’s wife had something to do 
with it, because she asked him to find someone to kill Dr. Schwartz and has set him up. Also uncovered in 
the investigation were reports about Schwartz killing a dentist in 1961 in a botched robbery attempt in New 
Mexico. He spent nine years in prison before his sentence was commuted. He and his accomplice, Phillip 
Dyer, went on to live accomplished lives. Carter Schwartz, his son from his first marriage, was completely 
unaware of this information.  Friends and colleagues suspect that Rebecca Schwartz was involved. Police 
believe that Rebecca Schwartz used this information to blackmail Dr. Schwartz. Rebecca Schwartz has sold 
the medical practice, moved to Wisconsin, and has caused heartache for another woman. Carter Schwartz has 
a civil suit filed against Rebecca Schwartz. On-screen text graphic for the original and 07/29/17 
rebroadcast: The gun and the knife used to kill Doctor Schwartz have never been found. No trial date has 
been set for Leo Stragaj’s murder trial. Meredith and her husband are divorcing. Interviewed: Carter 
Schwartz (son); Robert Patton (friend of Dr. Schwartz); April Cox and Patrick Olive (former friends of 
Rebecca Schwartz); Leo Stragaj; Robert Kochen (investigator); Phillip Dyer (1961 accomplice, adjunct 
professor of criminal justice, Youngstown State University); James Cecil (1961 witness); Will Florin and 
Tom Roebig (Carter Schwartz attorneys); Kim Rivellini and Denis Devlaming (Rebecca Schwartz attorneys); 
Meredith (no last name - wronged woman) (C: Peter Van Sant – P: Alec Sirken, Ryan N. Smith, Michelle 
Feuer) (OAD: 02/11/17)

CBSN: ON ASSIGNMENT

07/31/17
9-10pm "Children of Isis" - a report on the generation of children indoctrinated into ISIS (ISIL/Daesh) who are now 

returning home. Parents and aid workers in Mosul, Iraq hope to undue the implanted mentality of hatred and 
deprogram the violent tendencies of these former child soldiers, whose psychological recoveries and fates 
remain unclear. Includes interviews with: Sherri Talabany, former US diplomat and founder of NGO Seed; 
Adiba Qasam, a Yazidi aidworker helping children recover from their trauma; and Zikran, a teenager forced 
into an ISIS training camp. (C: Charlie D'Agata - P: Adam Yamaguchi)
"Made in America" - an investigation into how foreign contractors are committing visa fraud to expand auto 
industry plants across America.  Auto companies like Volvo, Mercedes, and BMW receive millions in 
subsidies to create American jobs to build American factories, but middlemen contractors, like the German 
company Eisenmann, further subcontract to one of many companies in Ptuj, Slovenia that ultimately supply 
workers from Poland, Slovenia and Croatia. These Eastern Europeans travel to America with B-1/B-2 visas 
under the guise of supervising a project with special knowledge, when in reality they labor for low wages and 
long hours, sometimes to the detriment of their own safety. Includes interviews with: Gerald Greiner, a 
former safety manager for Eisenmann; Stjepan Papes, a Croatian construction worker; Daniel Travancik, an 
American citizen and member of the sheet metal workers union. (C: Vladimir Duthiers - P: Emily Rand, 
Rayner Ramirez)
"i, Robot" – a report on Japan's attempt to repopulate with robots as it faces one of the largest population 
collapses in modern history due to one of the world's lowest birth rates. These robots, sometimes semi-
autonomous and realistic, fulfill a variety of roles from labor replacement to social companionship. Includes 
interviews with: Dr. Hiroshi Ishiguro, robot expert; Shihiro, a single woman in Tokyo; Kunio Kitamuri, head 
of Japan's Family Planning Association; Tomomi Ota, computer programmer; and Dylan Glass, American 
robotics engineer. (C: Adam Yamaguchi – P: Yasu Tsuji)
“A Moment with… Metallica” - a glimpse behind the scenes before the band takes the stage.

* * * * *


